FREE Take One!

High Relief Foamboard Mat*

Use foamboard to add dramatic height to your framed artwork.

You will need:

- Artwork
- 2 sheets of matboard in coordinating colors
- 1 sheet of 3/16” foamboard
- Decorative paper
- Logan mat cutter (any model)
- FoamWerks Straight/Bevel Cutter (WC-6010)
- FoamWerks Tape (W-5003)
- Clear drying glue
- Spray adhesive
- Frame

* This project design by Connie Miley Cook.
Copyright 2009 Logan Graphic Products, Inc.

For even more exciting foamboard projects, read Foamboard Magic by Eileen L. Hull.

Printed on recycled paper with vegetable inks.
INSTRUCTIONS:

1. Using the FoamWerks Straight/Bevel Cutter, cut foamboard strips to the desired mat width. Each finished piece should have one long straight edge and one long bevel edge. You will have two exterior pieces and two interior pieces (Diagram 1). Cut a back-bevel on the interior pieces short edge (Diagram 2).

2. Assemble the foamboard mat from the backside using FoamWerks Tape. Flip the mat over and glue the edges. Allow to dry.

3. Cut paper strips approximately 2" wider than foamboard mat segments. Cut the corners to 45º (Diagram 3).

3. Using spray adhesive, spray the backside of the paper strips one at a time, and carefully wrap the foamboard mat sides. Paper strips should slightly overlap at the 45º corners (Diagram 4).

4. Wrap the excess paper to the back of the mat, trim away any excess (Diagram 5).

5. Cut matboard openings to size as desired. Load the artwork, mats and foamboard mat into the frame and your new masterpiece is complete!